
 

What a great half term Year 2 have had. We have learnt so many new skills over the 

last six weeks we have amazed our teachers.  

 

 

Literacy  

 

Since we have enjoyed our history topic so much we also focused on a text about the 

Great Fire of London in English. While learning about this book we looked at what 

different settings from the past looked like and what people from the past would wear. 

This helped us to establish our own characters. We also built up our knowledge of 

words which are suited to the text we were reading which supported our learning when 

we wrote a letter, a diary extract and a story all about the Great Fire of London. 

 

Once we finished this book we began to read ‘Into the Forest.’ Year 2 loved this book 

because there were lots of hidden clues which related to other traditional tales. But we 

had to investigate to find them all. Once we found the different clues in the story we 

began to make comparisons with different traditional tales and we even considered why 

the other had made those choices. Our favourite part of this book was predicting who 

may be following the boy into the forest. 

 

 

 

Numeracy  

This half term we have focused on measuring using a ruler and a metre stick. We were 

able to measure both height and length using a ruler and a metre stick and we can now 

differentiate between when we need to use a metre stick and when we need to use a 

ruler. In our pairs we decided what we wanted to measure in our classroom and we made 

good predictions relating to how long or tall we thought something was. We then 

measured our objects to see how close our predictions were. Some of us even found the 

difference. 
 
 
 

History 

During this topic we focused on the Great Fire of London. We began by looking at 

different sources and predicting what they were and what they were used for. We 

even backed up our answers using what we could see. 

Each week we investigated a new question so we could identify what happened in the 

Great Fire of London, why it happened, who was involved and how the fire was put out. 

Each week we build up our historical knowledge and applied in many different ways. We 

even remembered dates and places which were relevant to this topic.  


